Elizabeth Roads visited Penrhyn Castle at Bangor in North Wales, a nineteenthcentury mansion built round an eighteenth-century country house, which she says is
full of fantastic decorations. Although photography was not allowed, she managed to
extract a few pictures from the handbook, one of which (below) shows a table-leg
entwined with dolphins and serpents, and the other (held over) depicts a medley of
Celtic-type monsters.
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The Crest of Russell Hoyt Darney drawn by Yvonne Holton

The College of Dracology for the Study of Fabulous Beasts
The feast of St Michael and All Angels occurs on 29 September.
We welcome new member Alan Watson.
Yvonne Holton has sent three of her heraldic drawings. The one on the cover, the
crest of Russell Hoyt Darney from Folio 81, Volume 87 in the Register of Arms of
the Court of the Lord Lyon, is blazoned A demi-winged dragon having the horn of a
unicorn Gules winged Vert armed and legged Or gorged with an ancient crown to
which is attached a broken chain and holding in its claws a long cross crosslet
fitchee Or and breathing flames of fire Proper. (Surely that should be a “winged
demi-dragon”?) Does the unicorn’s horn make this monster a new species, or is it
just an ordinary dragon in fancy dress? Either way, it is worthy of note.
The second one (below left) is Yvonne’s version of the crest of Alan Hugh
Watson, a dragon passant Vert holding an inescutcheon Gules, from Folio 62,
Volume 87 of the same Register, that we saw in the last issue in Leslie Hodgson’s
preliminary sketch, while the third (below right) is the Badge of David Lacey
Garrison, Junior, Baron of Tranent and Cockenzie, from Folio 90, Volume 82 of the
same:- Issuing from the bottom half of a broken egg Argent, a dragon Vert, the
forelegs, undersides of the wings and belly Or, armed and barbed Gules and
breathing flames of fire Proper, holding between the claws a mullet Argent. Sadly,
the rationale for this badge was not included.

four legs, but in dracology we know that two-legged wyverns are also dragons,
indeed, more ancient than the four-legged variety, so the leaflet was not wrong. And
Antony also mentioned “a very strange little dragon in the latest Arts Fund magazine”
and hoped to be able to send pictures of all these wonders – something to look
forward to.
Dave Freeman e-mailed this picture (right) of what looks to
me like a winged jaguar, but he says it is the emblem on the
funnel of the motor cruise vessel Pacific Yellowfin which
operates out of Vancouver, B.C., and is owned by Marelon
and Colin Griffinson of the Great Bear Coastal Maritime
Company, so is evidently supposed to represent a Griffin –
perhaps with some artistic licence. Jaguars, of course, are
found along the Pacific coast, griffins probably not.
June Marriage sent two cards showing St Michael and St George from the fifteenth
century rood screen in St Helen’s church, Ranworth, Norfolk (below). The former is
standing on a seven-headed dragon, two of which he has already cut off, with four
legs and little scaly wings, obviously not big enough to fly with, while the latter is
trampling on a two-legged monster with somewhat larger ribbed wings, and is the
same picture that adorns the cover of John Vince’s Discovering Saints in Britain (3rd
ed’n, 2001). Both figures are very elaborately dressed, with highly decorated swords
and strange curled shields, though the Archangel has bare feet.

Vernon Rolls also sent a picture of the Ranworth St George. I really must try to
make a drawing of these that we can reproduce more clearly.
2
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bench-ends are obviously worth a visit by those keen dracologists in the near vicinity.
Perhaps one could report how many are truly griffins, how many are dragons, and
how many are previously unreported novel hybrids.)

An Heraldic Alphabet
In The Heraldic Craftsman No 61 (September 2007), p 12, there is an array of
twenty-four initial letters, each adorned with an heraldic emblem, no fewer than half
of them being fabulous beasts. They are as follows:- A, two-headed eagle; B, wyvern;
E, Chinese dragon; F, unicorn; K, griffin; L, dolphin; M, melusine; N, wyvern; O,
harpy; Q, sea-lion; R, griffin; W, mermaid and Z, triton. These illuminated initials
were used to introduce each chapter of a bilingual French-Dutch Heraldic
Encyclopaedia that was compiled in the late 30s by a Mr Graafland. In the
accompanying article, it says that “unfortunately, the ‘X’ and ‘Y’ are missing,” but
Marc Van de Cruys has sent an e-mail to say that in Graafland’s original alphabet
there were no X or Y. Perhaps in those languages no heraldic words start with either
of those letters. Certainly in English the only words that have an initial X are
compounds from Greek xantho-, xeno-, xero- and xylo-, apart from foreign names
like Xavier and Xerxes.

FROM THE POSTBAG
Drusilla Armitage wrote on 30.8.07 as follows:“I found this very Chinese dragon in Bedgellert in
Wales of all places! The shop had a plaque on the
wall about the Inn of the Sixth Happiness & a lot
of Chinese type artefacts inside, but it was strange
to see a Chinese dragon in Wales. I don’t know
what the natives thought of it.” The picture she
sent showed a huge figure, possibly carved from a
tree trunk, very like the model shown in No 65,
(right), but more upright. As for Welsh thoughts,
remember John Wyndham’s story Chinese Puzzle
briefly reported in No 30, page 8.
Antony Denning sent a card dated 5th September in which he said, “Last Sunday we
espied two dragons, according to the leaflet, but more likely Wyverns in the little
church at Brympton d’Evercy.” Of course, in British heraldry dragons have to have
6

The Martlet
There are still a few of Margaret Young’s essays on fabulous beasts from A New
Dictionary of HERALDRY, edited by Stephen Friar (London, 1987) that we have not
yet reprinted, so here is another.
Martlet This strange little bird has been an extremely popular
charge since the early days of heraldry. In appearance it is
similar to the house martin, swallow and swift, but it is always
depicted with its legs terminating in two tufts of feathers without
feet or claws. In medieval times it was believed that these birds
lived their whole lives in the air, without ever having any need to
touch the ground, even that they slept whilst still on the wing. Therefore they would
have no need of feet and were deemed to have none. It is said that martlets in a man’s
arms signified that he had raised himself to a position of nobility by his own
endeavours, rather than that he had any inheritance, the martlet’s lack of feet being a
symbol of one having no foundation on which to stand. Similarly the martlet is used
as a cadency mark for the fourth son – one who would not be likely to enjoy a great
inheritance and would need to make his own way in the world.
In spite of all this the martlet is found in armory in high places as well as low. The
attributed arms of Edward the Confessor are charged with martlets, although his
shield in Westminster Abbey depicts birds with feet. Martlets appear in the arms of
both East and West Sussex, and in other civic heraldry in those counties, perhaps
having a connection with the true swallows (hirondelle) of the Arundel family of
Sussex. The arms of William de Valence may be an example of one who used
martlets, and was originally ‘without foundation,’ since he was the son of Hugh de
Lusignan, Count of La Marche, and settled in England having received land and
wealth from his half-brother, Henry III.
MY
Margaret does not mention that the arms of the County Councils of both
East and West Sussex are each differenced versions of the arms
attributed by Tudor heralds to the ancient Anglo-Saxon Kingdom of the
South Saxons (right, top), with its six golden martlets, at first on a blue
field and then, supposedly after they had been converted to Christianity,
on a red. West Sussex was in fact the first County Council to be granted
arms, on 18 May 1889, more or less immediately on their creation, and
had Azure, six martlets, three, two and one, and a chief Or (right,
middle). East Sussex did not follow suit until 10 September 1937, when
they were granted Gules, six martlets, three, two and one, and in chief a
Saxon crown Or (right, bottom).
After the reorganization of Local Government in 1974, West Sussex,
having acquired East Grinstead from East Sussex, were required to have
a new grant of different arms, and had their chief indented. East Sussex,
for no apparent reason, decided to follow suit, and added a barrulet
wavy Argent beneath the Saxon crown.
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As for cadency marks, Beryl Platt suggested that they may have followed a
logical sequence from the heavens downwards, first sun, moon and star, then, fourth,
the birds of the air, and so on. Unfortunately, there is no written evidence from the
time when these marks were introduced to explain their sequence, so all is
speculation.
Perhaps I could add that between the writing of Dragonlore No 1 and No 2, we
moved from Wiltshire to Sussex and called our new house (previously un-named but
shown on the plan as “Roadside Cottage”) Martlets, partly because of the Sussex
arms and partly because as a family we seemed to be always on the wing, moving
from place to place and never settling down. The house is still in the family and is
currently the principal residence of my eldest son.
In The Heraldry Gazette for September 2007 the newlygranted arms and badge of Baron Marland are illustrated, and
both feature Martlets, six on the shield and two making the
badge (right).

Harry Potter reaches the End
In the seventh and final volume of J.K.Rowling’s sequence of magic-and-mystery
stories, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows (London, 2007), there are no newly
imagined fabulous beasts, though several old favourites put in an appearance. There
is, however, one rather touching episode when Harry and his two close friends set an
aged and nearly blind dragon free from captivity, and, hitching a ride on its back,
escape from almost certain capture. Although the printed history is now complete,
the cinema versions are still catching up, Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix,
the fifth in the series, having been released during the summer. Work on the sixth has
already started in the studios, leaving just the last episode to be filmed before the
actors grow too old to play their parts convincingly.

Another Georgeco Leathercraft Design

embossed leather articles, and with those craftsmen who could carry out the work but
felt inadequate to draw up designs of their own. Compare, for instance, all those
musicians who play other people’s music but never compose things themselves, or
even perhaps heraldic artists who produce excellently finished work but hardly ever
get the chance to design a set of original arms. One question remains: what was a
“pochette”? It is not in my dictionary, but is presumably derived from the French
word for a pocket, and must have been common enough, probably as a gift article, to
have featured so often in this catalogue.

Beastly Benches
(This item was sent by Mrs Janice Tyrwhitt Patton, to give her full name, from the
pages of her Trinity College, Toronto, magazine. Unfortunately the accompanying
illustrations do not reproduce too well with our limited means, but thanks, Jan!))
There are numerous ways to spell griffin, the
name of the mythical beasts that we see depicted
in Minoan and ancient Egyptian art, Italian vases
from 375 B.C., ninth-century Irish literature, early
Christian text, and editions of Alice in
Wonderland.
But are these griffins that sit sentinel at the
ends of the hand-carved dark oak benches
scattered throughout Trinity’s main building, or
some other mythological dragon-like beasts, such as the winged dogs seen in ancient
Crimean ruins? Usually, griffins have the head of an eagle, but these Trinity
creatures roar with the head of a lion. And while we can admire the craftsmanship
that went into the fearsome creations, one has to admit that beasties born with
serpent-like tails, hooves, huge teeth, horns and wings aren’t typically what one
would use to decorate one’s indoor furniture.
Medieval in style, the benches were originally installed in Trinity College’s
Queen Street West building, opened in 1852, before being transferred to their current
home on Hoskin Avenue in 1925. One bench makes an appearance in the portrait of
George Whitaker (Trinity’s first provost) that hangs in Strachan Hall, while another
can be seen in a vintage photo taken in Convocation Hall at the old College.
Lovingly restored with the help of the Art Committee (one was completely
recarved, thanks to the Class of ’61, after the original was stolen in 1997), every
bench has two entirely different versions of these
mysterious mascots. Even though fearsome and
disagreeable-looking, these grimacing college
guards discourage absolutely no one from resting
near them. - F.Michah Rynor

Dragons seem to have been quite popular with those who wanted tooled and

(We have sufficient Toronto members to make it
worth reproducing this article in full, and these
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